Rechtsanwältinnen + Rechtsanwälte
*ASSOCIATES CORPORATE LAW

The picture above shows the reconstruction of a gate of the CASTRUM BIRICIANA
not far from our office in Weißenburg in Bayern. Here used to stand a Roman military camp for the protection of the Limes and thus the outer northern borders of the
Empire, it was home to the ALA I HISPANORUM, a partially mounted auxiliary unit
of the Romans.
Consistency is particularly important to us - in contrast to many other competitors
in the legal market: colleagues who start with us regularly work here for many, many
years, often they spend their whole career in our firm... Our corporate clients highly
appreciate this.

WHO ARE WE?
A traditional law firm with four offices in Central Franconia. We offer „full range
legal services“ for (corporate) clients from all over the world. Our main focus is on
(corporate) clients from the region and Germany, we maintain US, UK, China, Indian
and Japan desks.

WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
You really need to want to be a lawyer. Good lawyers must have „zweimal Vollbefriedigend“? Sure, that‘s what big law firms tell their liability insurers – especially when
they have to call on them again. You have to be willing to go the „extra mile.“ You
absolutely have to be a team player, „lone wolves“ will not feel comfortable here.
You would need to be willing to speak English every day – if you can‘t do it now, we
promise that it will go smoothly after a few weeks.

WHAT DO WE OFFER YOU?

We don‘t maintain an army of Associates – you‘ll receive a highly international practical training on the job that is personally tailored to you. If you
still need to learn the nuts and bolts of German business or commercial/
corporate law in practice, that will be our first common goal. Nevertheless, we will be able to involve you in international projects from day one,
in video calls with our partners in Chongqing, Mumbai, Atlanta or Tokyo,
for instance. Further training is expected and comprehensive-ly encouraged. You can – and must – quickly take on responsibility in our teams,
there is no way around this.
Do we pay you a six-figure starting salary? No, are we nuts, why should
we! First, please convince us of your work, then there are basically no limits
to your professional development. Of course, we‘ll help you find a place
to live at one of our four locations in Middle Franconia, where on can still
afford a nice and large apartment even if you‘re just starting your career.
You don‘t want to fight with many other applicants for a „Schimmelschantze/Wohntoilette“ in Frankfurt am Main or Munich Schwabing at ridiculous
prices? Here is an alternative for future entrepre-neurs, not employees.

CALL NOW directly:
Dr. Stephan M. Ebner, LL. M (ST. LOUIS), Esq

Nürnberger Strasse 2

Attorney-at-Law (NYS, USA)

91781 Weißenburg - Germany

Notary Public (NYS, USA)

T: +49 (0) 9831 / 6707-0

Rechtsanwalt

F: +49 (0) 9831 / 6707-45

Magister Legum Commercial Criminal Law
Magister Juris Tax

E: S.EBNER@DRES-SCHACHT.DE

Baccalaureus Juris
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